SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Article I - NUS Motions and Representation

For such time as the CUSU is affiliated to the National Union of Students the following Standing Orders shall apply.

1. 1.1 Designation of Council Meetings
   i. (i) Motions may be submitted to NUS National Conference and NUS Sections and Liberation Conferences through the relevant policy-making bodies within those sections of CUSU which are represented at the relevant conference.
   ii. All motion for submission to NUS policy making forums must specify this in their text.
   iii. CUSU will submit motions to NUS National Conference through CUSU Council, in line with the rules of the NUS.
   iv. Any resolutions contained in motions proposed for NUS shall not become resolutions of the CUSU unless such resolutions are passed as a separate Ordinary Motion.

1. 1.4 Representation at NUS Events
   i. (i) NUS National Conference delegates will be elected by cross-campus ballot as part of the CUSU Elections in Michaelmas.
   ii. (ii) A member may stand to be an NUS Conference delegate in addition to another post; this will not violate the ban on the holding of two Executive posts.
   iii. (iii) If an Extraordinary National Conference is called during the year, those Annual National Conference delegates who are still members of CUSU and otherwise eligible and able to attend shall automatically be delegates to the Extraordinary Conference. Any vacant places shall be filled by means of a co-option at CUSU Council.
   iv. Delegates for NUS National Conference will be elected in line with policies of the NUS.
   v. CUSU Sabbatical Officers or those members of CUSU co-opted by CUSU Council may represent CUSU at other NUS Events where there is a democratic element, including but not limited to Zone Conferences.